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BRIDGE TO TERABITHIA

PRODUCTION NOTES

“Just close your eyes and keep your mind wide open.”
—Leslie 

Deep in the woods, far beyond the road, across a stream, lies a secret world only two people

on Earth know about—a world brimming with fantastical creatures, glittering palaces and

magical forests. This is Terabithia, where two young friends will discover how to rule their

own kingdom, fight the forces of darkness and change their lives forever through the power of

the imagination. 

From Walt Disney Pictures and Walden Media, the producers of “The Chronicles of

Narnia,” and based on one of the most beloved novels of all time, comes an adventurous and

moving tale that explores the wonders of friendship, family and fantasy: BRIDGE TO

TERABITHIA. 

The story begins with Jess Aarons (JOSH HUTCHERSON), a young outsider on a quest to

become the fastest kid in his school. But when the new girl in town, Leslie Burke

(ANNASOPHIA ROBB), leaves Jess and everyone else in her dust, Jess’s frustration with her

ultimately leads to them becoming fast friends. 

At first, it seems Jess and Leslie couldn’t be more different—she’s rich, he’s poor, she’s

from the city, he’s from the country—but when Leslie begins to open up the world of

imagination to Jess, they find they have something amazing to share: the kingdom of

Terabithia, a realm of giants, ogres and other enchanted beings that can only be accessed by

boldly swinging across a stream in the woods on a strand of rope. Here, Leslie and Jess rule

as King and Queen among the incredible creatures they create, and not even the forces of evil

can break their bond. Now, no matter what happens in the real world, in Terabithia, Leslie

gives Jess a magical place that will always be filled with amazing stories and dreams. 

An imagination-fueled production, BRIDGE TO TERABITHIA is directed by Gabor

Csupo, the world-renowned animation artist who makes his live-action debut, from a

screenplay by Jeff Stockwell and David Paterson, based on the Newbery Award-winning novel

by Katherine Paterson, who wrote the story for David when he was a boy. Bringing the

dazzling, original creatures of Terabithia to life are the Academy Award®-winning visual-

effects wizards at New Zealand’s Weta Digital (“The Chronicles of Narnia,” “The Lord of the

Rings,” “King Kong”). The film’s producers are Hal Lieberman, Lauren Levine and David

Paterson. The cast includes rising young stars Josh Hutcherson (“RV,” “Zathura”) and

AnnaSophia Robb (“Charlie and the Chocolate Factory,” “Because of Winn-Dixie”) along
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with Robert Patrick (“Walk the Line,” “The Unit”) and Zooey Deschanel. The behind-the-

scenes team who merged reality and fantasy on location in the forests of New Zealand

includes two-time Academy Award®-nominated cinematographer Michael Chapman (“The

Fugitive,” “Raging Bull”), production designer Rob Gillies (“The World’s Fastest Indian”),

costume designer Barbara Darragh (“River Queen,” “The Frighteners”) and Academy Award®-

nominated editor John Gilbert (“The Lord of the Rings: The Fellowship of the Ring,” “The

World’s Fastest Indian”). 

MAKING THE IMAGINARY REAL:
BRIDGE TO TERABITHIA COMES TO THE BIG SCREEN

In the last few years, some of the greatest novels ever written for children and young adults

have been transformed into hit movies—from “Holes” and “Charlotte’s Web” to “The

Chronicles of Narnia: The Lion, the Witch and the Wardrobe,” and “Because of Winn-Dixie.”

Still, for years, many have wondered if one particular book that has had a most powerful effect

on millions growing up in America would ever truly come alive on the screen. This was Bridge
to Terabithia, the deeply moving, imagination-sparking tale that stands out because it takes

place in a magical kingdom that exists only in the mind’s eye of its two unforgettable main

characters, Jess and Leslie. 

Though the novel continues to be one of the most significant, widely read and highly

acclaimed works of literature for kids, it also laid down considerable creative challenges for

any filmmaker: How do you make a film in which the biggest hero is imagination itself? And
how could the imaginary world of Terabithia be brought to life on the screen so it would also
feel as incredibly real and meaningful as it does to Jess and Leslie? 

It would take a labor of love that would begin with the book’s multiple Newbery Award-

winning author, Katherine Paterson. Paterson, considered one of the finest living authors for

children and young adults, is thrilled that her story will come to an entirely new generation in

a way it hasn’t been experienced before. “Honestly, when I first wrote the novel, I never really

knew if anyone whose name wasn’t Paterson would understand it, and I never dreamed it

would take on the life, even beyond books, that it has,” she says. “It’s a magical thing that has

happened, perhaps because it is the kind of story that opens itself up for people to bring their

own lives to it, in a powerful way, so that the story becomes their story.” 

She is especially pleased with the evocation of the imaginary kingdom of Terabithia. “I

admit one of my biggest worries about turning the book into a film was what Terabithia itself

would be like. For the past thirty years, readers have been creating Terabithia in their own

imaginations, and no two readers will ever have the same vision of the place. I write books

because I want the readers’ imaginations to come to life and, although I understand films and

books are very different, I hoped that this would somehow be honored in the film. I really

don’t understand it myself, but through the writing and the directing and the actors and the

designs, beginning with the opening credits, you really feel as if you are walking right into

Jess and Leslie’s imaginations—which was a very important thing to me. I really hope it will

inspire audiences not only to read books but to see the power of what a story can do, that it

can enlarge the human spirit.”

Paterson had originally written the story for her then-11-year-old son, David. Published in

1978, the book soon took on a life of its own, becoming the kind of dog-eared favorite parents
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would pass along to their own kids and that would be read in schools across the country for

years to come. Readers were inspired by Paterson’s story, which she imbued with an

unsinkable sense of childhood magic that would inspire millions to believe in the power of the

imagination. Paterson created Terabithia as a place where Jess and Leslie could use their

imaginations to deal with the real world—and in the film, they do just that, as each fantastical

character in Terabithia has a true-life counterpart. For example, the school bullies who torment

Jess and Leslie every day at school reveal themselves as the villains of Terabithia: Gary

Fulcher is the Hairy Vulture (part Fulcher, part vulture), Scott Hoager is the Squogre (part

squirrel, part ogre, part Hoager) and, of course, the school’s biggest tyrant, Janice Avery,

reveals herself in Terabithia as the larger-than-life Giant that they must battle. 

Fast-forward ahead and David Paterson was now grown up and, as fate or perhaps destiny

would have it, had become a writer himself—an accomplished playwright and rising

screenwriter. Having deeply loved his mother’s book for so long, he now became devoted to

bringing her vision to the screen with complete authenticity. David had also become a father

and so had another incentive—to pass down this rich family legacy of storytelling to his

own children. 

“I always felt so protective towards this story,” he says. “For me, it was never just about

making a movie but about really honoring my mother, the life of the book and my best friend

Lisa, who started it all. The most important thing of all to me was to keep the spirit of the book

alive while finding a way to transform it from a novel that takes place mostly in the characters’

heads to a dynamic visual medium. But, no matter what, it had to be about friendship and

imagination.” 

When David went to his mother for her blessings, he found her more than encouraging—

she essentially told him to take the ball and run with it. “I knew that David was a fine writer,

and I also knew how very much this story meant to him,” says Katherine Paterson. “The story

began with him, so I was more than happy to turn it over to him.”

Continues David: “I think she trusted me to do right by the story, just as I had trusted her

30 years ago to tell the story of my friendship with Lisa. Of course, there’s always a lot of angst

involved in anything to do with your own mom—but she really gave me complete freedom,

understanding that literature is necessarily quite different from film as a medium. And I knew

she would have to be pleased with the results, or else holidays would be awfully difficult!”

Meanwhile, producer Lauren Levine had discovered the power of Terabithia on her own.

Like many people who first encountered the book as an adult, she found herself swept away

by its mix of emotion and enchantment—and she knew it would be a great match for Walden

Media, the family-focused production company that has quickly developed a reputation for

turning classic children’s literature into equally classic movies.

“Having grown up in the U.K., I hadn’t really known about the book before, but so many

people with kids had told me about this story and then, when I read it, wow, I immediately

connected with it,” she says. “I love that it’s a story that doesn’t pander to kids. It’s straight up

about how life is, but it’s also filled with all these wonderful elements of fantasy and

storytelling. It’s really a gift to kids who are facing hard times, and that’s why it has been so

loved for so long.”

Levine was inspired to act. “I was so attached to the story that it led me to David Paterson,

who, it turns out, had been trying to get a movie made for years,” she says. 

Walden Media’s CEO, Cary Granat, was just as enthusiastic about the project. “BRIDGE
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TO TERABITHIA is the quintessential Walden movie,” Granat says. “Here was a chance to

create a great, high-concept film with lots of emotion and, at the same time, to really get the

book out there again and explore the many wonderful themes in it as a learning vehicle.”

Also coming on board was producer and former Universal Pictures production president

Hal Lieberman (“Around the World in 80 Days,” “Terminator 3”), who was instantly

compelled by Jess and Leslie’s story. “Once I read the initial draft of the script, I was in with

both feet,” says Lieberman. “It’s the kind of story that is filled with fun and adventure, but

your heart is also richer for having experienced it.”

Lieberman was committed to doing the characters and their journey justice: “The idea was

to really honor the integrity, the emotion and the fun of the book,” he comments. “Just as in

the book, combining the real and the imaginary was what this movie was all about.” 

David Paterson couldn’t have been more excited with the team that came together behind

BRIDGE TO TERABITHIA. “In a way, I was waiting for Walden Media to be founded!”

David notes. “The wonderful thing about Walden and Disney is that most studios want to

completely reinterpret this kind of novel, but Walden and Disney were open to doing a truly

faithful adaptation. They wanted to honor the power of the original story.”

The adaptation, exciting as it was, posed some immediate challenges. For one thing, the

filmmakers were absolutely committed to not altering the story’s very heart and soul. “In

moving from the page to the screen, I know choices have to be made,” says Katherine

Paterson. “But I think the filmmakers have made good choices. They were able to tell this

intimate story of friendship and imagination so that it makes sense visually and dramatically.”

The only major change brought to the guts of the tale was to pull Jess, Leslie and the other

characters into the present day to make it more accessible and immediate. 

Then there was the biggest question of all: how to handle Terabithia? In the novel, the

scenes of Terabithia take place in just a few pages of writing that leave the portrait of the

kingdom almost entirely up to the reader, sparking their imaginations, as Katherine Paterson

had hoped to do. But in the visual realm of film, Terabithia would have to be seen, so it had

to be created as a fully fleshed-out world that could come off both as a child’s ultimate wild

fantasy and a wondrously real escape for Jess and Leslie. 

Says Levine: “We found out that the world of Terabithia was the one thing everyone

remembers who read the book as a kid—they all say, ‘Oh, I remember those incredible

adventures they had in Terabithia!’ So we wanted to find a way to make that world as vivid

and visually exciting as it would be in a kid’s imagination.”

It was important, however, to keep the balance of real life and fantasy in check, and Levine

credits editor John Gilbert for that. “John is an amazing storyteller who really knows how to

use music, performance and visual effects to great effort. He never let us lose sight of the fact

that this is a story about friendship and discovery. His experience working on the huge canvas

of ‘Lord of the Rings: The Fellowship of the Ring’ as well as smaller, intimate stories like

‘World’s Fastest Indian’ made him the perfect person to edit this movie.”

David Paterson credits fellow screenwriter Jeff Stockwell (“The Dangerous Lives of Altar

Boys”) with giving Terabithia that dose of magic it needed to come to life on a movie screen:

a visual framework. “My focus was on bringing out the emotions of the story, but when it

came to Terabithia, I really couldn’t go there because it was too close,” says Paterson. “What

Jeff was able to do as an outsider who wasn’t so attached to the story was to really let his

imagination go free and make up this world in a wonderful way. My mother mentions giants
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and ogres in Terabithia, but Jeff took her words and created the kind of world that kids create

in their dreams. His Terabithia is imaginary but, most importantly, it is also clearly connected

to the real world. It’s the place where Jess and Leslie can go to triumph over all the problems

of their real lives, together as friends.” 

GABOR CSUPO ENTERS TERABITHIA:
AN ANIMATION MASTER MAKES HIS LIVE-ACTION DEBUT

With such a vividly imaginative screenplay at hand, the search began for a director who

could bring his own magical storytelling touches to the film. What was needed, the producers

realized, was a rare sensibility that would be technologically savvy and cinematically

sophisticated, yet also completely true to the childlike wonder and deep emotions that lie at

the heart of Jess and Leslie’s friendship and adventures in Terabithia.

It was Walden Media President Cary Granat who first suggested Gabor Csupo, the world-

famous animation artist renowned for his innovative spirit in creating and producing such

animated hits as “The Simpsons,” “Rugrats” and “The Wild Thornberrys.” Although Csupo

had never made a live-action feature before, this didn’t worry Granat in the least. “I knew that

inside Gabor is a kid just dying to go on an adventure, and that was the perfect approach for

this story,” says Granat. 

Continues Lauren Levine: “When we talked to Gabor about the story, he had such an

inspired take on it—a kind of Tim Burton, Terry Gilliam approach to how Terabithia could be

manifested in a very fun and alive way. We collectively got very excited about it—it was clear

that he was going to try to break through the usual clichés and find a fresh way to tell this story.”

Adds Hal Lieberman: “Gabor is such a beautiful and imaginative person. He brought a

genuine passion for Terabithia and a conviction to tell the story the right way, as honestly as

possible. I also think, as an artist, he related very strongly to Jess, and that helped him to create

all the creatures Jess and Leslie imagine in Terabithia in a very memorable and moving way.”

When the filmmakers brought the idea of Csupo to David Paterson, he, in turn, asked his

kids, who gave the ultimate thumbs-up. “They said he has to do it!” recalls Paterson. “The

great thing about Gabor is that he has such a tremendous grasp on today’s youth, and that was

vital to the film.” 

The multi-Emmy® Award-winning Csupo, a Renaissance man whose interests span from

movies to music and beyond, quickly fell in love with the story of BRIDGE TO

TERABITHIA—and especially its theme of where extreme creativity can take you. “What I

really loved about the story is watching these kids’ imaginations start to come alive,” he says.

“I saw a chance to create a visually astounding movie that would also really touch an

audience’s heart.”

The director was excited not only about the visual challenges BRIDGE TO TERABITHIA

would present but even more so about bringing the characters of Jess and Leslie to an even

broader audience than the book. Csupo himself felt a deep connection with the characters and

believes it is something people of all ages will share. The director explains: “I think everybody

can remember a time when it felt like nobody was paying attention to you and nobody believed

in you, and then along comes somebody who does, and it can totally rebuild you and

rejuvenate you, and you just start to go for it. There is a magic in that.”

In Jess’s world, the person who comes along is Leslie, and she gives him the most incredible
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gift he could ever envision: the land of Terabithia. Csupo hoped to do justice to just how

meaningful and powerful Terabithia becomes in Jess’s life, even when times get tough. 

He summarizes: “In Terabithia, Leslie and Jess can unleash all their dramas and face up to

all their real-life problems. What is so exciting about Terabithia is that it is not just a

fantasyland where they can play, but also a place where they can fearlessly project all their

feelings and the depths of their friendship.” 

BEST FRIENDS IN TERABITHIA:
CASTING JOSH HUTCHERSON AND ANNASOPHIA ROBB

The production of BRIDGE TO TERABITHIA now turned into a quest: to find two young,

yet very talented, actors who could embody the bold imaginations of Jess and Leslie. To play

Jess, the lonely outsider whose eyes are opened to a secret magical kingdom through an

unlikely new friend, the filmmakers set out to find someone who could make the part his

own—who could bring flashes of humor and charisma to a very demanding role. After an

extensive search among thousands of rising kid stars, they were all excited by one person: Josh

Hutcherson, the Kentucky-born teen who rose to fame in the action-adventure “Zathura” and

most recently starred as Robin Williams’s son in the family-vacation comedy “RV.” 

“Looking for Jess was a really tough hunt,” recalls Lauren Levine. “We needed someone

who could go from an introverted boy in an isolated world to someone who completely taps into

his imagination and becomes a confident, brave leader in Terabithia. That’s a heck of a range

for such a young actor. And while there are a lot of talented young actors out there, no one else

seemed to capture Jess like Josh did. He was able to take the character from the beginning of

his journey right through to the end and make you believe in everything he goes through.”

Josh was excited to play a sensitive, artistic, rural kid who only begins to realize where the

force of his imagination can take him in the course of the film. “He starts out as kind of an

outcast,” Josh notes. “His family really doesn’t pay much attention to him and he feels pretty

left out. But then along comes this girl Leslie, from out of nowhere, from the big city, and

somehow she befriends him, and they start to create this imaginary world called Terabithia

together. Their imaginations are out of this world, and Terabithia becomes this really

empowering place where Jess can finally confront the things that scare him in real life.”

Josh wasn’t surprised to see the characters of Jess and Leslie grow so close, even if they do

start off as racing rivals. “I think Leslie is the only person who finally sees Jess for who he is

and who truly likes him for that,” he says. “Jess’s family life is a bit tough, but Leslie makes

him feel good about himself because she sees that he’s got a lot of artistic talent, and she helps

him believe that he’s actually good at something.”

The tight bond that develops between Jess and Leslie was mirrored on the set as Josh

developed an equally tight friendship with AnnaSophia Robb. “We had so much fun on the set,

it was hard at times not to crack up laughing,” he says. “But she’s also a really amazing actress,

and I think she brings something very cool and real to Leslie.”

The only part of working with AnnaSophia that Josh didn’t like was getting beat by her in

the all-out sprint that kicks off their amazing friendship. “Just for the record, I could have

beaten her. I could have. I think,” he laughs.

As the story moved on to the kingdom of Terabithia, one of Josh’s biggest challenges was

having to use his own imagination in performing scenes with creatures who would later be
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digitally added to the scenes. He was, however, used to working with cutting-edge technology,

having previously starred with Tom Hanks in the groundbreaking motion-capture hit “The

Polar Express.”

“It’s pretty hard when you have to react to a tennis ball on the end of a stick or X’s on a blue

screen that’s supposed to be a giant or an ogre,” he admits. “But imagination is what it’s all

about!” Still, Josh had some help from the wizards at the Weta workshop. “They were great

because they showed me a lot of the creatures in the computer during the shoot. When I was

able to see how amazing and lifelike they were going to be, that really helped, because I knew

it was going to look so incredible,” he says.

In the end, Josh thinks the combination of such dazzling visual imagery with such a true-

to-life story will speak to young audiences. “The thing I like about this movie is that it’s a

really cool adventure—but at the same time, it’s about how creativity can change your life and

about how kids have a lot of feelings and thoughts they need to express,” he says. “It’s about

time movies like this were made.” 

Whereas finding Jess had taken a far and wide search, finding Leslie happened almost in

an instant, when AnnaSophia Robb showed up in Lauren Levine’s office before the casting

process had even really begun. Levine already knew the blue-eyed beauty who first came to

widespread attention in the lead role of “Because of Winn-Dixie,” another Walden Media film,

and who went on to win the plum role of Violet Beauregarde in Tim Burton’s “Charlie and the

Chocolate Factory” with Johnny Depp. But their conversation convinced her that, without a

doubt, AnnaSophia was meant for this role.

“We were talking about the new Harry Potter book that had just come out at that time and

we were both completely obsessed with it,” recalls Levine. “It was just so clear in talking to

her about all this fantasy that I was basically talking to Leslie, that she had that same kind of

spark and magical presence. She might be physically different from Leslie in the book, but the

spirit of Leslie and the spirit of AnnaSophia are nearly identical. It was a match made in

heaven.”

Cary Granat, who previously worked with AnnaSophia in “Because of Winn-Dixie” was

equally won over. “In this role, she’s like a little Annie Hall—there’s so much depth and

character she brings to Leslie, but at the same time, she’s a very relatable little girl,” he says.

AnnaSophia had read Bridge to Terabithia before she auditioned for the film and was

already a huge fan. “I remember I would stay up late reading the book and then wake up and

start reading again in the morning,” she says. “It touched me in a way I hadn’t been touched

by a book before. I really loved the characters and all the imagination. I think it reminds me

that even though I have to grow up, I don’t ever have to stop pretending and imagining.”

AnnaSophia especially felt close to Leslie. “She’s one of those people who’s just always lit

up, who has this glow about her, and no one can bring her down,” she says. “Leslie’s such a

lively and energetic character, it was really fun for me to become her.”

Although Leslie is already an amazing person, AnnaSophia believes she becomes even

more inspired after meeting Jess. “She can’t really find Terabithia until she meets Jess,” the

actress notes, “but once they meet, this whole world opens up for both of them. They are both

kind of outcasts who take a leap of faith to see who they can become.”

AnnaSophia has her own clear vision of what Terabithia is: “It’s a place that is anything and

everything you want it to be,” she says. She goes on: “In Terabithia, you just put out your ideas

and they happen just like that. It’s about having fun, it’s about friendship, it’s about hope and
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it’s also about learning to deal with your problems when you go back to the real world. I think

Terabithia is a place that’s different for everyone. It’s a place where you can go if you’re feeling

sad or down, and you’re never really alone because there are always creatures watching you. I

think all kinds of people will fall in love with Terabithia.”

While preparing for the part, AnnaSophia became even more excited when she first saw

illustrated drawings of Terabithia hanging in director Gabor Csupo’s office. “I saw some

pictures of fairies and I got so pumped,” she recalls. “I’ve loved fairies since I was a little girl,

and now I knew this world was really going to come alive for me.” 

On the set, she was further inspired by the colorful, creative and definitely contemporary

costumes designed for her character by costume designer Barbara Darragh. “One of the

reasons I adored playing Leslie was because of her clothes,” admits AnnaSophia. “They’re

really, really awesome with all these funky little touches like armbands and bracelets and

things like that. It captures how Leslie presents herself to the world and makes a really cool

appearance. And it reflects how she responds to life, because she’s very funky and willing to

break the rules. Her clothes let you know that she believes in who she is, and she’s not afraid

to show it.” 

When Josh and AnnaSophia began working with Gabor Csupo in rehearsals and on the set,

the director was thrilled with his good fortune. “These two have amazing chemistry between

them, it doesn’t even feel like they’re acting,” says Csupo. “We hoped to create a very, very

real sense of friendship—and what is so great is that these two started to like each other so

much as friends on the set, that they were able to capture that reality perfectly because it was

already true.” 

Joining Josh and AnnaSophia in BRIDGE TO TERABITHIA is an entire ensemble of

young newcomers, including Lauren Clinton as the bully Janice Avery, 6-year-old Bailey

Madison as Jess’s younger sister, May Belle, and Elliot Lawless and Cameron Wakefield as

Jess and Leslie’s schoolmates, Gary Fulcher and Scott Hoager. 

David Paterson was especially gratified by the casting. “It’s the kids that really make this

story fly, and we couldn’t have found a better group of young actors,” he says. 

OUTSIDE TERABITHIA:
ZOOEY DESCHANEL AND ROBERT PATRICK HEAD THE ADULT CAST

The imaginary world of Terabithia is inspired by the real-life experiences of Jess and

Leslie, including their interactions, both inspirational and frustrating, with the various adults

in their lives. One of the film’s key adult roles, that of Jess’s beloved music teacher Miss

Edmunds, is played by Zooey Deschanel, the award-winning actress whose recent roles

include “Elf,” “The Hitchhiker’s Guide to the Galaxy” and a stint on the acclaimed Showtime

series “Weeds.” 

Deschanel came to the project already in love with the novel. “It was so important to me as

a kid,” she remembers. “The characters were so unique, and I saw it as this whole beautiful

metaphor for growing up. So I was really excited when I got the script because I thought, now

there will be a whole new group of kids who will be introduced to this story that I think is such

a wonderful thing to have in your life.” 

She was also especially happy to be cast as Miss Edmunds, her favorite of the book’s adult

characters. “I think Miss Edmunds represents the attractive part of growing up,” she says.
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“What Leslie is as a child, Miss Edmunds is as an adult, so they’re two sides of the same coin.” 

Says producer Hal Lieberman of Deschanel: “She has all the spirit, fun and quirkiness this

character needs. She’s basically that one teacher everyone falls in love with growing up and

she also turns out to play a very important role in the complexity and beauty of the story.”

Another key adult role is that of Jess’s disapproving father, a hardworking man so worried

about his son’s future, he can’t bring himself to see his true talents as an artist—until an

unexpected event changes everything. To bring something special to the role, the filmmakers

sought out the oft-lauded Robert Patrick, most recently seen playing Johnny Cash’s hard-

edged father in the award-winning “Walk the Line,” a World War II colonel in Clint

Eastwood’s widely acclaimed “Flags of Our Fathers,” as well as a colonel in the David Mamet

television series “The Unit.” 

After seeing “Walk the Line,” Josh Hutcherson was a bit nervous to hear that Patrick would

be playing his parent. “I was like, ‘Oh, no, that’s going to be my dad!’ It was intimidating,” he

confesses. “Then, when I first met him, he started out acting really mean and tough just to

scare me. But after I got to know him, it turns out he’s very nice and was really helpful. When

I did my most emotional scenes, he was just really there for me.” 

The producers were equally impressed. Says Lauren Levine: “When you work with an actor

of the caliber of Robert Patrick, no detail goes unturned. He was incredible and took the role

so seriously—and he was also so helpful to Josh.” 

Like so many adults who first encounter BRIDGE TO TERABITHIA, Patrick was swept

up in the story and related deeply to it. “I was constantly creating imaginary worlds as a kid

myself,” he recalls. “I grew up in the rural South, so the setting of BRIDGE TO TERABITHIA

reminded me a lot of where I grew up. There were places like that, with creeks and forests and

forts where you could go and just, wham, you’d be gone all day playing imaginary games and

exploring imaginary worlds.” 

He also had another reason for being attracted to the role. “I wanted to do a movie that my

kids could see, because they haven’t really seen a lot of their old man’s work,” he says. “And

this is such a wonderful role because this father has a chance to redeem himself. He starts out

one way, but by the end, he begins to realize what’s really important in life.”

Patrick wanted to bring an underlying feeling of love to Jess’s father, no matter how mean he

can sometimes seem. “He absolutely loves his son,” Patrick explains, “but I think he’s angry and

frustrated and feels like the whole world is taking its licks on him, and that can make you act out

on the ones you love. We’re all human beings, you know, and sometimes you don’t realize how

hurtful something you say can be. But when life throws a big curve, he’s there for Jess.”

Patrick especially loved working with Gabor Csupo as a director. “He’s a wonderful choice

for this movie because, being an artist himself, I think he really understands Jess—and how

imagination can be a bridge between your dreams and the realities of the world,” he sums up. 

IMAGINING TERABITHIA:
THE FILM’S DESIGN

As a movie that celebrates imagination, the production of BRIDGE TO TERABITHIA

would ultimately come to involve an entire team of exceptionally imaginative people—

especially when it came to bringing the kingdom of Terabithia to life, just as Jess and Leslie

do in the forest. 
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The task was unlike any other, because there was no map or blueprint to follow. Terabithia

wouldn’t be based on any particular history, mythology or even on Katherine Paterson’s words,

since she left the job of imagining Terabithia largely up to her readers. So here was a rare

chance for the filmmakers to forge creatures and a whole kingdom out of thin air, as Leslie

and Jess do—with total freedom. The creatures would be entirely wild, unlikely and

flamboyant, yet would also be filled with the qualities of the real-life people from Leslie and

Jess’s life who inspired their forms. 

Jumping off from what was already put into the script, Gabor Csupo decided to bring in a

man he considers a brilliant visual genius to turn out a series of gorgeously detailed

illustrations. This was Dima Malenitchev, the award-winning visual thinker who had served as

an art director at Klasky Csupo after coming to the U.S. from his native Russia. From his pen

sprang the whimsical yet richly organic vision of Terabithia that Weta Digital would later

create in three dimensions on the screen. 

“Dima is an amazing conceptual artist,” says Csupo. “From the beginning, we talked about

the idea of what Terabithia should be. We knew we did not want any cutesy creatures. Instead,

I asked him to think about what would Terry Gilliam do, what would Ridley Scott do? I wanted

the unexpected and a far more fantastical look than you might think you would see in this kind

of movie. I wanted to really surprise the audience, both children and adults, with very

unorthodox creatures.” 

Csupo was especially aware that kids today are living in an intensely visual universe—and

have highly sophisticated cinematic sensibilities. “We live in an age where you have video games

and designs that are unbelievably complex, so I think with this kind of fantasy world, you really

have to push the envelope so that kids aren’t saying, ‘Oh, I’ve seen that before,’” he says. 

To the filmmakers’ delight, Dima Malenitchev was able to forge creations—ranging from

a leafy Giant to fairylike Dragonflies to Hairy Vultures and, to top it all off, the Squogres,

super-speedy, squirrel-like ogres based on the school bullies at Jess and Leslie’s school—that

made the familiar seem entirely new. 

“Dima’s creatures were incredible,” says Lauren Levine. “They don’t simply imitate other

fantasy films but feel very different and create their own kind of world. We thought it was

important to have the creatures completely emerge from Jess and Leslie’s real lives and from

the forest they are in, and Dima’s illustrations hit the nail on the head.”

Adds Alex Schwartz, Executive in Charge of Production for Walden Media: “The creatures

are very edgy and in keeping with the sensibility of kids today. It’s a real visual feast that I

think will dazzle young audiences.” 

But the illustrations were just the start of the process—next would come actually sparking

the creatures to living, breathing, moving forms in the computers of Weta Digital. 

TERABITHIA COMES ALIVE:
THE WETA WIZARDS TACKLE GIANTS, VULTURES AND SQUOGRES

There was only ever one top choice for who could handle BRIDGE TO TERABITHIA’s

visual effects with just the right mix of magic: Weta Digital, the visionary Academy Award®-

winning wizards who transformed the whole of Middle Earth into something palpably and

unforgettably real for awed film audiences in “The Lord of the Rings.” Based in Wellington,

New Zealand, Weta Digital is an artist-led facility that specializes in creating creatures—
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taking projects from conceptual design all the way through to state-of-the-art 3-D animation. 

“Why go anywhere else?” asks producer Lauren Levine. “Weta is the best digital house in

the entire world, and if you have a chance to work with the very best, you take it! Watching

Weta turn the pictures of our Terabithian creatures into three-dimensional living and breathing

beings was an unbelievable treat. They’re miracle workers, alchemists and geniuses.” 

For Csupo, who is used to working in the entirely unreal realm of animation, seeing what

Weta could create was awe-inspiring. “You look at these creatures, and you know they don’t

exist, and yet it’s like, wow, are you sure they aren’t really alive? It’s really kind of spooky what

they do,” he admits. 

Richard Taylor, a director of Weta, saw BRIDGE TO TERABITHIA as a perfect match for

Weta Digital’s specialized art form—and a distinct challenge. “It was a very exciting project for

us,” he says, “because it was a chance to make real a world that is very intangible. It’s not like

‘Lord of the Rings,’ where you can lock it all down to certain descriptions and cultural

influences. These creatures in Terabithia are completely from inside the minds of children.

They’re make-believe in the best sense, which actually makes it harder to find visual solutions.” 

Taylor continues: “I devoured the script and I loved the subtle interplay between the real

world and the fantasy world. It’s an incredibly heartfelt and touching story that reminds me of

all the books and films I love the most. This kind of story that celebrates that spirit of

creativity comes along so rarely.” 

Once Weta came on board, another creative duo began to add their efforts to the mix: Weta’s

visual-effects supervisor, Matt Aitken (who has worked on such films as “X-Men” and “Lord

of the Rings”), and the film’s New Zealand-based production designer, Robert Gillies. The

two worked very closely with one another to assure that every aspect of the film’s design—

both the real and the fantastical—would be woven together as a piece.  

“The collaboration between us added to the quality of the design,” notes Aitken. Adds

Gillies: “Our creative process was a bit like a ball game—one of us would take the ball and

run with it and then kick it off to the other person.” 

Aitken’s work began by taking Dima Malenitchev’s drawings and turning them into

moving, leaping, stunning 3-D images. “The illustrations are incredibly evocative, but they’re

still in two dimensions. It’s not the same as, say, taking a photograph of a Squogre or a Hairy

Vulture, which is what we really needed to do,” Aitken explains. “So the first thing we did is

explore what these creatures would really be like in three dimensions through a lot of

experimentation. Then we start making computer models, adding in the skin, the hair, the fur,

the feathers and other fine details.” 

He continues: “We go through a lot of iterations for each character, figuring out each and

every nuance of the facial expressions and how their hair and skin moves. And we do this for

a long time before we even start putting the characters into the film’s shots.” 

Adding more complexity to the creatures is the fact that many are hybrids—mergers that

mix imaginary beasts and monsters with qualities of real-life humans back in the real world.

To create this effect, the Weta team referenced photographs of several of the actors in the film,

then enmeshed subtle details with their wholly imaginary creations. Explains Aitken: “For

example, the Squogre involves subtle elements of Cameron Wakefield, who plays Jess’s

schoolmate Scott Hoager, and the Hairy Vultures are a combination of a crow with Elliot

Lawless, who plays Gary Fulcher, while the Giant has elements of Lauren Clinton, who plays

the bully Janice Avery.” 
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Most everyone on the set developed a favorite creature of his or her own. The Giant

especially struck Gabor Csupo’s fancy. “It’s an extremely beautiful creation, and I love that this

is a character who turns out to be something different than what it first appears, who takes a

wonderful emotional turn,” he says. 

While Aitken focused on creatures in the computer, Gillies was working with hammer and

saw, building key sets including a traditional farmhouse for Jess’s home and, perhaps most

spectacularly, the tree house that becomes the launching pad for Leslie and Jess’s creation of

Terabithia. “For building the tree house, you had to kind of tap into your inner kid,” comments

Gillies. “Although we started with an illustration that Dima had drawn, we went into the forest

in New Zealand and built the house according to the trees we found there, just like any kid

would in any woods around the world.” 

For many, the set became a favorite. Says producer Hal Lieberman: “It represents every

kid’s dream tree house.” 

In further enhancing—not to mention enchanting—the look of the film, Gabor Csupo also

worked closely with two-time Academy Award®-nominated cinematographer Michael

Chapman, aka Chappy, who has shot more than 40 feature films, ranging from Martin

Scorsese’s “Raging Bull” and “Taxi Driver” to the action classic “The Fugitive.” 

“I was so happy when I heard Michael was going to do the film because he is like a legend,”

says Csupo. “And then he came in to talk with me and he was like an excited child. He acted

really humbled and said, ‘This is such a beautiful story, and it’s exactly the kind of movie I

want to do at this time in my life.’ So I knew it was going to be great.” 

Csupo continues: “We work together very well because Michael has a very different mind-

set from mine. “He’s very practical-minded and, with his 40 years of experience in the movie

industry, I couldn’t have been happier than to have a great pair of eyes like his.” 

With the decision to use Weta Digital as the visual-effects house, it made sense to shoot the

film in New Zealand, but it wasn’t until Csupo arrived in that lush island nation that he realized

just how perfect the natural environment there—rife with pristine forests and awe-inspiring

landscapes filled with a sense of possibility—was for a film about turning reality into fantasy.

“Auckland is already a magical place,” Csupo says, “and there’s so much talent there.” 

Between the natural beauty of New Zealand, the eye-popping digital creations of Weta and

the powerful performances from the cast, BRIDGE TO TERABITHIA began to come alive on

celluloid, just as it had in the hearts and minds of every child who had ever read the book. 

For David Paterson, seeing the story that had begun with his own childhood heartbreak come

so thrillingly to life brought everything full circle. “It’s been a long, long journey, but it’s been

completely worth it,” he says. “To continue the legacy of this story is wonderful, because in the

end, it’s always going to be friendship and imagination that keep the world going.” 

ABOUT THE CAST

JOSH HUTCHERSON (Jess) is just 14 years old but has already worked with many of

Hollywood’s finest actors and directors. He was most recently seen in Barry Sonnenfeld’s

“RV,” co-starring as Robin Williams’s son. He also recently completed production in Montreal,

starring opposite Brendan Fraser in Walden Media and New Line Cinema’s “Journey to the

Center of the Earth 3D.” Also scheduled for a 2007 release is “Firehouse Dog,” with

Hutcherson starring as a young man who happens upon a stranded Hollywood stunt dog whose
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unique abilities ultimately make him a canine firehouse hero.

In 2005, Hutcherson starred in the critically acclaimed “Little Manhattan,” directed by

Mark Levin and Jennifer Flackert and co-starring Bradley Whitford and Cynthia Nixon.

Hutcherson also starred opposite Tim Robbins in the adventure film “Zathura,” for which he

won a Young Artist Award for “Leading Young Actor.” Based on the world of “Jumanji,”

Hutcherson stars as a young man who plays a mysterious game and gets swept away on an

improbable and perilous adventure into outer space.

His film credits also include “Kicking and Screaming” with Will Ferrell and Robert Duvall

and a leading voice role in the Disney release of Hayao Miyazaki’s Oscar®-nominated

animated film, “Howl’s Moving Castle.”

In 2004, the young actor shared duties with Tom Hanks as the character of Hero Boy in “The

Polar Express,” a groundbreaking film using motion performance capture for its characters.

Hutcherson’s television credits include the TNT telepic “Wilder Days” with Peter Falk, the

Animal Planet feature “Miracle Dogs” and guest appearances on NBC’s “ER,” Lifetime’s “The

Division” and ABC’s “Line of Fire.”

Hutcherson’s hobbies include football, soccer, cars and competing in triathlons.

Hutcherson resides with his mom, dad, and younger brother, Connor, in Kentucky.

ANNASOPHIA ROBB (Leslie) began her career in film in 2003 at the age of nine. In just

three short years, she has come to the fore in numerous leading roles. She has previously

starred in film versions of two classic stories: in Tim Burton’s “Charlie and the Chocolate

Factory,” she played Violet Beauregarde opposite Johnny Depp and in “Because of Winn-

Dixie,” directed by Wayne Wang, she took the lead role of Opal, starring with Jeff Daniels,

Cicely Tyson, Dave Matthews and Eva Marie Saint. Robb’s forthcoming roles include the

supernatural thriller “The Reaping” with Hilary Swank; the drama “Ferris Wheel,” directed by

Bill Maher and starring Nick Stahl, Charlize Theron, Dennis Hopper and Woody Harrelson;

and the indies “Doubting Thomas” with Forrest Landis; and “West Texas Children’s Story”

with Val Kilmer, Lara Flynn Boyle, Matthew Modine and Dylan McDermott. 

She also starred in the television movie “Samantha: An American Girl Holiday” with Mia

Farrow, Jordan Bridges and Rebecca Madder. Her other television credits include a guest

appearance on Nickelodeon in “Drake and Josh” and a recurring role in Nickelodeon’s

“Danny Phantom.” 

In addition to acting, Robb also enjoys dance, from ballet to hip-hop, and outdoor activities

ranging from skiing and snowboarding to gymnastics and swimming. Like her character in

BRIDGE TO TERABITHIA, she has a cultivated fashion sense and a penchant for fun. 

ZOOEY DESCHANEL (Miss Edmunds) is one of Hollywood’s most sought-after young

actresses. Most recently, she displayed her charismatic screen presence in the comedy “Failure

to Launch” with Matthew McConaughey and Sarah Jessica Parker; in the sci-fi classic “The

Hitchhiker’s Guide to the Galaxy,” with Sam Rockwell, Mos Def and John Malkovich; and

opposite Will Ferrell in “Elf,” directed by Jon Favreau, for which she received critical acclaim

for her engaging performance and remarkable singing voice.

Deschanel made her feature-film debut in 1999 in Lawrence Kasdan’s ensemble drama

“Mumford.” She then co-starred with Billy Crudup, Kate Hudson and Frances McDormand in

Cameron Crowe’s “Almost Famous.” Other films include: “All the Real Girls,” for which she
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received an Independent Spirit Award nomination for Lead Actress, “Abandon” for director

Stephen Gaghan, “Big Trouble” for director Barry Sonnenfeld, “The Good Girl” with Jennifer

Aniston and “Eulogy,” alongside Debra Winger. 

Deschanel will soon be seen in “Winter Passing,” in which she stars with Ed Harris and

Will Ferrell.  Also upcoming are “Live Free or Die,” “Flakes” with Aaron Stanford for director

Michael Lehmann, and “The Assassination of Jesse James,” opposite Brad Pitt and Casey

Affleck. She also voices a surfing penguin in the animated movie “Surf’s Up.” 

The actress recently completed a stint on Showtime’s acclaimed comedy series “Weeds” as

Justin Kirk’s Alaskan girlfriend and has also guest-starred on television’s “Frasier” and

“Veronica’s Closet.” On stage, she performed the role of Little Red Riding Hood in Interact

Theatre Company’s production of Stephen Sondheim’s “Into the Woods.”

Deschanel, who was named for the male character in J. D. Salinger’s Franny and Zooey,

spent much of her childhood on location with her actress mother, Mary Jo, and her father,

Caleb, an Academy Award®-nominated cinematographer. She credits her father with instilling

in her a keen visual sense and great style.

A steely-eyed veteran of his craft, ROBERT PATRICK (Jesse Aarons Sr.) commands the

screen with his powerful, confident presence. He can currently be seen starring as Colonel

Tom Ryan in television’s action hit drama “The Unit,” produced by David Mamet. Patrick’s

recent screen credits include Clint Eastwood’s acclaimed World War II epic, “Flags of Our

Fathers,” the thrillers “Firewall” with Harrison Ford and “The Marine” with John Cena, “We

Are Marshall” with Matthew McConaughey, and Johnny Cash’s father opposite Joaquin

Phoenix in the Golden Globe®-winning film “Walk the Line.” Upcoming film projects for

Patrick include “Balls of Fury” and “Strange Wilderness.”

His extensive film and television resume also includes his memorable starring role as John

Doggett on the last two seasons of the classic television show “The X Files.” He is also well

known for his performance as T-1000 in the box-office smash hit “Terminator 2: Judgment

Day.” He received critical acclaim for his high-profile performances in the second season of

HBO’s “The Sopranos.” His film credits also include “Ladder 49,” “Charlie’s Angels: Full

Throttle,” “Spy Kids,” “All the Pretty Horses,” “The Faculty,” “From Dusk Til Dawn 2: Texas

Blood,” “Copland,” “Eye See You,” “A Texas Funeral” and “The Only Thrill.” He also appeared

in “Rosewood,” “Striptease,” “Fire in the Sky,” “Die Hard 2,” “Wayne’s World,” “Last Action

Hero,” and “Texas Rangers.”

On television, he has been featured in an episode of Showtime’s “The Outer Limits,” the TNT

Original Movie “Bad Apple” and CBS’s miniseries “Elvis,” in which he played Elvis’s father. 

Born in Marietta, Georgia, Patrick was an avid athlete growing up but was taken with

acting after sitting in on some drama classes in high school. He moved to Hollywood in 1984

and was cast in the beatnik play “Go.” He got his break during this performance when he was

discovered by casting director Roger Corman. 

ABOUT THE FILMMAKERS

World-renowned animation artist GABOR CSUPO (Director) makes his live-action debut

with BRIDGE TO TERABITHIA. Csupo is the chairman and co-founder of Klasky Csupo,

Inc., the entertainment industry’s leading independent animation company. A fiercely
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independent artist, Csupo is a Renaissance man, who, in addition to his film, TV and

commercial animation career, is an acclaimed musician, the founder of two record labels, a

devoted father and an engaged member of the arts community in Los Angeles.

Born in Budapest, Hungary, Gabor studied music for eight years and attended art school

for four, before commencing his professional training in animation at Hungary’s famed

Pannonia Studios in 1971. Leaving Communist Hungary in 1975 for artistic opportunities in

the West, Csupo and four fellow artists and musicians escaped into Austria through a darkened

train tunnel. With few resources and no passport, he traveled first to West Germany, then to

Denmark and ultimately to Stockholm, Sweden. While employed there in the animation studio

of a friend, Csupo contributed to the production of Sweden’s first animated feature. 

Having learned English in order to understand the lyrics of Frank Zappa, his favorite

musician, Csupo moved to Hollywood in 1979, where he and Arlene Klasky were married.

Csupo’s first job in the U.S. was at the legendary Hanna-Barbera Studios, where he worked as

an animator. In 1981, Csupo and Klasky formed their own animation company, Klasky Csupo,

in a spare room of their apartment. Klasky Csupo moved into its first real office in 1983,

expanding into motion graphics and live-action production. Over the next six years, Csupo

presided over all aspects of the studio’s business, designing, supervising and animating

commercials, company logos, TV station promos, motion picture trailers, on-air network

promotions and industrial films.

Then, in 1988, Klasky Csupo was asked by director James L. Brooks to animate a cartoon

strip called “The Simpsons” that was to be shown on “The Tracy Ullman Show.” The

enormous success of those early bumpers led to work on the series, which Klasky Csupo

animated for the first three seasons of the show. For its efforts, Klasky Csupo garnered

worldwide recognition and Emmy® Awards two years in a row. Continuing to break new

ground, Csupo co-developed, produced and animated the phenomenally successful “Rugrats”

series, the most popular children’s show in the United States. Enlarging Klasky Csupo’s roster

of programming, Csupo produced and animated such distinguished series as “Duckman,”

“Aaahhh!!! Real Monsters,” “Santo Bugito,” “Rocket Power,” “The Wild Thornberrys” and the

latest Nickelodeon hit, “As Told by Ginger.”

Tireless and inventive, Csupo has expanded Klasky Csupo’s product offerings to all areas

of entertainment media. He launched Klasky Csupo Publishing and KACHEW!

COMMERCIALS. In 1998, Csupo co-produced the company’s first venture into feature

filmmaking, the enormously successful “The Rugrats Movie,” as well as its hit sequel,

“Rugrats in Paris: The Movie.”

As an expression of his lifelong passion for music, Csupo founded the record labels Tone

Casualties and Casual Tonalities in 1994. Both were dedicated to discovering new artists

within the genre of ambient electronica and had over 100 releases distributed worldwide.

Csupo’s artwork can be seen on the cover of the latest release by his idol and friend, the late

Frank Zappa: The Lost Episodes.

DAVID PATERSON (Writer/Producer) brings to the screen the story his mother,

Katherine Paterson, wrote for him when he was just a boy. An award-winning screenwriter and

playwright, he has written over 25 full-length plays and nine screenplays. He was a finalist for

Sundance’s esteemed Humanitas awards, and The New Play Contest and his work has received

rave reviews from The New York Times, The Village Voice and New York Post. David is also the
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only playwright on record to have premiered three plays in New York City in one month. His

musical adaptation of his mother’s novel “The Great Gilly Hopkins” opened on Broadway for

a sold-out limited run to great reviews. A screenwriting professor at NYIT in Manhattan, he

has sold several screenplays and made his feature-film debut with “Love Ludlow,” which

premiered at the Sundance Film Festival. 

Paterson is also a former actor on the New York soap “One Life to Live.” He’s currently a

proud member of The Manhasset Lakeville Fire Department. His experience as a rescue

worker at Ground Zero was published in the novel 911: BOOK OF HELP, with profits going

to children of Trade Center victims. 

JEFF STOCKWELL (Writer) made his feature debut with “The Dangerous Lives of

Altar Boys,” starring Jodie Foster, Emile Hirsch and Jena Malone. Stockwell also wrote

“Wilder Days,” a TNT telefilm starring Peter Falk and Josh Hutcherson that was nominated

for the WGA award for Best Original Long Form TV.

Stockwell has done many adaptations for film companies, including “Artemis Fowl” for

Miramax and “A Child’s Book of True Crime” for This Is That Productions. He is currently at

work on “Kiki’s Delivery Service” for Disney and “The Miraculous Journey of Edward

Tulane” for New Line Cinema.

Stockwell is from Newburyport, Massachusetts, and lives with his wife and twelve-year-

old son in California. He frequently runs the Screenwriting Lab at Film Independent (FIND),

Los Angeles. 

KATHERINE PATERSON (Novelist) won the Newbery Medal and millions of devoted

readers for her novel Bridge to Terabithia, first published in 1978. She has won numerous

awards throughout her career, including the Newbery Medal for Jacob Have I Loved and the

National Book Award for The Master Puppeteer and The Great Gilly Hopkins. She was also

given the Hans Christian Anderson Medal and the Astrid Lindgren Memorial Award for her

entire body of work, honoring her lasting contributions to children’s literature.

Paterson was born to missionary parents in China, where she spent part of her childhood.

She later moved to the American South and spent four years in Japan, the setting of her first

three novels. She currently lives with her husband in Vermont. Her most recent book is Bread
and Roses, Too, published in 2006, about the effects of the famous 1912 strike at the Bread

and Roses mill on a family.

HAL LIEBERMAN (Producer) began his entertainment career as a screenwriter and then

moved into the studio system. Almost ten years ago, he branched out on his own, serving as

executive producer on “The Jackal,” starring Bruce Willis and Richard Gere, before teaming

up with Jonathan Mostow to form Mostow-Lieberman Productions. He then served as

executive producer of the action film “U-571” and produced the blockbuster “Terminator 3:

Rise of the Machines,” both directed by Mostow. Most recently, he produced a new version of

the adventure classic “Around the World in 80 Days” starring Jackie Chan. His forthcoming

films include the Sony/Screen Gems thriller “Vacancy” and the Sony comedy “Big Man on

Campus,” which begins shooting in April.

Lieberman’s experience at Universal Pictures has given him the knowledge to be a success

outside of the studio. He was first hired as a production executive and then moved up through
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the ranks, eventually becoming president of production for the studio. He was named director

of development in 1987, and then promoted to vice-president in 1989, senior vice-president in

1990, executive vice-president in 1992 and, finally, president of production in 1994.

During his tenure, Lieberman developed and supervised a diverse slate of films, including:

“Apollo 13,” “Fried Green Tomatoes,” “The Nutty Professor,” “Liar Liar,” “Death Becomes

Her,” “Dragonheart,” “The River Wild,” “The Paper,” “Billy Madison,” “Happy Gilmore” and

“Problem Child.”

LAUREN LEVINE (Producer) recently produced the acclaimed family adventure “I Am

David” for Walden Media. She began her production career in 1986 on “The Max Headroom

Show.” In 1988, Levine joined the startup MTV Europe as Head of Programming. She moved

to New York to join MTV Networks in 1992. As VP Production, she was Executive Producer

of more than 16,000 hours of MTV programming, including “New Year’s Eve Live from Times

Square,” “Yo! MTV Raps,” the “MTV Beach House,” “Headbanger’s Ball” and, tragically, the

final television interview with Kurt Cobain.

After eight years at MTV, Levine joined Broadway Video, which became Golden Books

Family Entertainment, to run their TV and Film division. This was her opportunity to follow

her love of storytelling and produce narrative based series for the family audience. Over the

next couple of years, she was Executive Producer of a new series of “Lassie” and “The Little

LuLu Show” still running on HBO. Levine set up her own production company, LLPi, in 2000.

As well as “I Am David,” her credits include: “Musicians,” a music and interview show for

Bravo starring Sheryl Crow, Elvis Costello and Tony Bennett, among many others.

Levine’s next projects are both Nickelodeon Original Movies: “Shredderman Rules!” and

“Last Days of Summer,” which will premier on the network later this year. She was raised in

Manchester, England, and now lives and works in New York City.

MICHAEL CHAPMAN, ASC (Director of Photography), has captured some of the

most enduring images in American cinema. He has earned two Academy Award® nominations

for his innovative camerawork on Martin Scorsese’s landmark classic “Raging Bull” and

Andrew Davis’s thriller “The Fugitive,” also garnering a nomination from the American

Society of Cinematographers for the latter. 

Early in his career, Chapman became a protégé of cinematographer Gordon Willis, working

as his camera operator on seven films, including Irvin Kershner’s “Loving,” Hal Ashby’s “The

Landlord,” Alan J. Pakula’s “Klute,” Robert Benton’s “Bad Company” and Francis Coppola’s

masterpiece “The Godfather.” He also operated the camera for Bill Butler on Steven

Spielberg’s seminal thriller “Jaws.” 

He received his first credit as director of photography on Hal Ashby’s Oscar®-nominated

“The Last Detail,” signaling an auspicious beginning to his career. Among his first features

behind the lens was Martin Scorsese’s acclaimed Oscar®-nominated film “Taxi Driver.” He

continued his collaboration with Scorsese on four films, including the beloved rockumentary

“The Last Waltz,” “American Boy: A Profile of Steven Prince” and “Raging Bull,” for which

he received not only an Academy Award® nomination but also the National Society of Film

Critics Award. 

Chapman’s early work also includes Martin Ritt’s “The Front,” James Toback’s “Fingers,”

Abby Mann’s Emmy®-nominated miniseries “King,” Paul Schrader’s “Hardcore” and Philip
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Kaufman’s “Invasion of the Body Snatchers.” (Chapman would reteam with Kaufman on “The

Wanderers” and “Rising Sun.”)

Over the last three decades, Chapman has worked with many of the industry’s most

prominent directors on films as varied as Robert Towne’s “Personal Best,” Carl Reiner’s “The

Man With Two Brains” and “Dead Men Don’t Wear Plaid,” Joel Schumacher’s vampire thriller

“The Lost Boys,” Richard Donner’s “Scrooged” and four Ivan Reitman projects—

“Kindergarten Cop,” “Ghostbusters 2,” “Six Days, Seven Nights” and “Evolution.” His credits

also include “Quick Change,” “Shoot to Kill,” “Doc Hollywood,” “Whispers in the Dark,”

“Space Jam,” “Primal Fear,” “The Story of Us,” “Eulogy,” “The Watcher,” “Suspect Zero,”

“Hooter” and “House of D.”

In 1983, the gifted cinematographer made his directorial debut with the football drama “All

the Right Moves,” which also marked Tom Cruise’s first starring role. He followed with “Clan

of the Cave Bear,” the prehistoric epic based on Jean M. Auel’s novel, and also wrote and

directed the critically acclaimed “The Viking Sagas.” He also directed the telefilm

“The Annihilator.”

In 1994, Chapman was awarded the A.S.C. Lifetime Achievement Award for his

contributions to the art of cinematography. 

JOHN GILBERT, A.C.E. (Editor), was nominated for both an Academy Award® and

BAFTA Award for Best Editor for “Lord of the Rings: The Fellowship of the Ring.” He has

edited a wide range of films, including the recent “The World’s Fastest Indian,” starring

Anthony Hopkins. His credits also include Gaylene Preston’s “Perfect Strangers,” Annie

Goldson’s “Punitive Damage,” Alison Maclean’s “Crush,” Anna Campion’s “Loaded” and

Anthony McCarten’s “Via Satellite.” He was associate editor for Peter Jackson’s “The

Frighteners.”

Gilbert has also executive produced seven short films, which have screened at the Cannes,

Berlin, Venice, Sundance and New York film festivals.

ROB GILLIES (Production Designer) has worked for over 25 years on a diverse variety

of New Zealand feature film and television productions. He most recently served as production

designer on “The World’s Fastest Indian.” He has also designed projects ranging from Gaylene

Preston’s New Zealand feature “Ruby and Rata” to the Sam Raimi-produced horror film

“Boogeyman” to over 400 episodes of the successful TV series “Xena: Warrior Princess” and

“Hercules.” His stage work includes theatrical design for “The Whale Rider on Stage.”

BARBARA DARRAGH (Costume Designer) has won two New Zealand Film Awards for

Best Costume Design for the television series “Greenstone” and the film “End of the Golden

Weather,” directed by Ian Mune. In a distinguished career, her feature-film credits include the

recent “River Queen,” directed by Vincent Ward, as well as “Eye of the Storm,” “Taking

Liberties,” “Never Say Die” and “Shaker Run.” She was also assistant costume designer on

“Beyond Borders” and “Scooby Doo.” Her television movies include “Not Only But Always,”

“Raising Waylon,” “Forbidden Island,” “Sweetheart of the Song Tra Bong” and “Hercules.”

She was also the original costume designer on the television series “Hercules, the Legendary

Journeys.” 
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AARON ZIGMAN (Music) is a songwriter, producer, arranger, hit maker and musician

who has moved beyond the pop world to establish himself in a new voice in film composing.

He made his feature debut for director Nick Cassavetes on the critically acclaimed “John Q.”

Their collaboration continued with “The Notebook,” starring Gena Rowlands and James

Gardner and based on the Nicholas Sparks novel, and most recently with the crime drama

“Alpha Dog,” starring Sharon Stone and Justin Timberlake. 

Zigman’s recent films include the high school dance hit “Step Up,” the remake of the

family classic “Flicka,” the critically praised indie drama “Akeelah and the Bee,” which earned

Zigman a nomination for a Black Reel Award for Best Original Score, and Chris Robinson’s

feature-film debut, “ATL.”

Zigman is also an accomplished composer of concert works and has written numerous

symphonic pieces. These include a 35-minute-long tone poem, a tribute to Yitzhak Rabin,

which was performed by the Los Angeles Jewish Symphony, and “Impressions,” a suite for

wind ensemble that has been performed by the USC orchestra. 

He has also worked extensively as a producer, arranger and writer for artists such as

Christina Aguilera, Seal, Aretha Franklin, Natalie Cole, Oleta Adams, Phil Collins, Tina

Turner, Patti LaBelle, Chicago, Nona Gaye, Carly Simon, the Pointer Sisters, Huey Lewis and

Big Mountain.  His song work has been featured on such film soundtracks as “Mulan,”

“Buster,” “What’s Love Got to Do With It,” “The Bird Cage,” “License to Kill,” “Pocahontas”

and “Corrina, Corrina.”

Zigman’s upcoming films include Lionsgate Films “Pride,” starring Terrence Howard and

New Line’s “Martian Child,” starring John Cusack.

WETA DIGITAL LTD (Visual Effects) is a four-time Academy Award®-winning visual

effects facility based in Wellington, New Zealand. Best known for its work on Peter Jackson’s

masterpiece, “The Lord of the Rings” trilogy, and the recent “King Kong,” their film credits

also include “I, Robot,” “X-Men: The Last Stand” and “Eragon.”

One of Weta Digital’s first projects was to provide the visual effects for Peter Jackson’s

“Heavenly Creatures,” which were completed on a single computer, an early Oxberry film

scanner and a Solitaire film recorder.

Since that time, Weta Digital has made considerable achievements in visual effects. They

brought Peter Jackson’s “Lord of the Rings” trilogy to life and created Gollum and Kong, two

of the most believable, fully digital creatures in film. For “King Kong,” Weta Digital also

created photorealistic 1930s New York City, down to the finest detail.

The company’s digital artists use the latest hardware, software and proprietary tools to

create a world-leading creature pipeline with some of the most convincing digital doubles and

digital environments in the industry.

Information contained within as of January 26, 2007.
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We, Buena Vista Pictures Marketing, grant you, the intended recipient of this press kit, a non-
exclusive, non-transferable license to use the enclosed photos under the terms and conditions
below. If you don’t agree, don’t use the photos. You may use the photos only to publicize the motion
picture entitled “Bridge to Terabithia.” All other use requires our written permission. We reserve the
right to terminate this license at any time, in our sole discretion, upon notice to you. Upon
termination, you must cease using the photos and dispose of them as we instruct. You are solely
responsible for any and all liabilities arising from unauthorized use or disposition of the photos.This
press kit is the property of Buena Vista Pictures Marketing and must not be sold or transferred.
©Buena Vista Pictures Marketing and Walden Media, LLC. All rights reserved.




